
Scientific Writing Series 

Part 1: 
Organizing and Writing Scientific 

Papers 



Writing Scientific Papers 
• When does one write a paper? 

– When there is a complete story to tell 
– Before a deadline as there are always gaps -  requiring      

 more experiments. 

• Where should I publish the paper? 
– What audience do you want to reach? 
– Speed (time to on-line); quality of review process 
– Open Access? Posting of pdf version? 
– Digital only?  Do you need color, movies? 
– How “strong” is the paper? 
– What is the Impact Factor?  the Eigenfactor? 

• Nature/Science;  
• PNAS, PLoS 
• Top journal in the field 
• National vs International 

– Cost 



Writing Scientific Papers-II 
•  What type of paper do I write? 

–  Primary (original) contribution 
•  Comprehensive 
•  Short, focused; note 
•  Methods 

–  Review, mini-review 
–  Editorial, Viewpoint 
–  Proceedings chapter; monograph chapter (edited 

volume) 
•  Length -some limit pages; use supplemental mat’l 
•  Who should be authors, author order 
•  LPU’s (Least publishable unit) 



Review Process 
and its changes due to e-review 

• Editor’s role 
– Select reviewers to cover the scope 
– Make final decisions 

• Importance for new knowledge 
• Solid support, proof 
• Concise, clear 

• Reviewer’s role (not decision maker) 
– Importance 
– Adequate design, proof 
– Details are correct 

• Publisher’s (copy editor’s) roles 
– Check details, query author on uncertainties 
– Prepare proof for author’s review (within 48 h) 
– Copyright, payment 



Ranking Journals 
•  Impact Factor (I/F) 

- # times cited over yrs/total # papers published 
-  2009 A/B, citations in 2007-08/ 
-  Favors big scientific fields, not a balanced science 

•  Eigenfactor 
–  The Eigenfactor algorithm is from a class of network statistics known as 

eigenvector centrality measures. The approach is similar to that which 
Google uses to return search results. 

–  One can view the Eigenfactor Score as the result of a random walk 
through the scientific literature 

–  http://www.eigenfactor.org/index.php 
–  http://www.eigenfactor.org/map/methods.htm 
–  Bergstrom et.al. 2008. Eigenfactor Metrics, J. Neuro Sci 
–  Important as this builds the stable foundation of knowledge 



Publishing Business 
•  Dynamic (unstable) due to electronic media 

–  mergers  
–  cost-cutting 

•  Less quality control of product 
•  Pressure on the review process 
•  Electronic, hard copy or both 

•  Professional society vs private publisher 
•  Who pays for publishing? 

–  Libraries (block deals) 
–  Author 
–  Members (if society) or subscribers 
–  Advertisers 

•  The Future 
–  Digital platforms (all content); pay per view 
–  New  models: PLoS One, PNAS Plus, mBio 
–  Third world  and scam publishers 





A new model, PNAS Plus 








